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IBTBODUCIIOfi 
The production of oellulosis material from cornstalks or 
other agriculttzral waste inaterials is not to be considered a 
nev/ project, for v;e Icnow that as early as the seventeenth 
century there were attempts made at Einimo^, Italy, to utilize 
corn husks as a raw material in the production of paper* In 
the eighteenth century there v/ere two plants put up in Italy 
for the production of paper from corn husks. During the 
nineteenth century» several patents^ were issued for the 
production of paper and also cloth from corn husks end stalks# 
ajhis early work was of a cut and try type and gave us little 
data other than the specific processes. 
Considerable publicity was given to the possibility of 
producing paper from cornstalks during the period between 1908 
and 1912.^ Bo specific statement can be found regarding the 
location of a plant for the production of cornstalk paper about 
this time. However, it is believed that a plant for this 
1. Allison and Hav/kins, U.S. Patent.JKot consulted (l80E). 
Sprague U.S.Patent. Kot consulted (1829j. 
Shav? British Patent. Kot consulted (1837). 
Holland U.S. Patent. 878 (18S8). 
de Campoloro U.S. Patent. 29471 (I860). 
Sbenezer U.S. Patent. 29059 {1660)» 
Welsback U.S. Patent 382E0 (186S). 
Hoth U.S. Patent 41642 (1864). 
2* Anon Sci. Amerioaji 99. 274, (1908). 
Anon Harpers Weekly 52^0et« SI, 27, (1908). 
Anon Sci. American Supplement 4550, (1911). 
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purpose v/at: erected and put. into operation at Kankakee^ Ilia 
This plant produced paper after a mechanical separation from 
both the cornstalk fiber as v.ell as the pith. -An agricultural 
bulletin by Brand is printed on paper made from cornstalks 
and other agricultural wastes likely produced in this plant. 
More recently, about 1927 a similar publicity was given 
to the production of cellulosic products from agricultural 
2 
wastes. About this time, a plant was put up at Danville, 111, 
for the production of paper from cornstalks. I'his plant 
produced paper from the stalk without a previous separation of 
any kind. Kumerous newspapers printed on paper produced by 
this have been published, ^t the present ti-e, this plant is 
operating at only partial capacity probably dne to depressed 
business conditions of the country. ^ wall board plant has 
been put np at Dubuque, Iowa, for the production of vmll board 
from cornstalks, and at present is^producing v;all board of 
excellent q.uali%. 
2he cost of production of paper from cornstalks is only 
slightly less than the cost of production of paper from wood 
pulp, When one takes into consideration the fact that the 
1. Brand. Bureau of Slant Industry. Circular iSo. 82 (1911). 
2. Darrow St. 55. 998, Oct. (1926}# 
Davis Cur. iiist. B61 1;^. (1927). 
Paddock -l^rop. Mecfa. 51. 67, Ja. (1929). 
Anon. Factory & Ind. Management 77. S62, (1929). 
Arnold Sci. Monthly 28 . 46Z,  <1929). 
I^ller. -^g. of Business 55g 144, {19£9). 
Anon. Busineee Vveek p, 8, Ja. 22, (1930^. 
Sci. Ampr. 142, 409, (1930J, 
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•wood pulp mills have been paid ior by previous profits v;iiile 
mills for the produotion of cornstalk paper have to be built, 
it is easily seen that the proAiastion of paper from OGrnstallES 
in competition to the produotioij from wood pulp is hardly 
economical, when the two celluloses are considered alone. It 
was due to this economic difficulty, that the raill &t £anicakee 
wes forced to oeaee operating* It is also believed that the 
mill at J)anville is in rather serious difficulties due ohly to 
tiiis economic reason» 
Since the cost of production of cellulose from these tv/o 
competitive fields is so nearly the sata©^ the existence of the 
industry for the production of cellulosic products from corn­
stalks will depend, as in practically all industries^ iq)on the 
recovery and utilieation of the by prodacts* She process of 
converting plant tissues into cellulosic pulp ia accomplished 
at a loss of about 40 to 60 per cent of the original tissue# 
In the alkali processes, no satisfactory method of isolation 
of the dissolved subet&nces has been found which will at the 
same time permit the recovery of caustic* In the sulfite 
process, fermentation of the irjydrolizefi sugars has been 
practiced to a very limited extent but the ligno-sulfonic acids 
are too soluble to permit convenient isolation. It is estimatald 
that the waste liq,uars for the annual cellulose production 
contain at least three million tons of waste on s dry basis* 
If this material wore even dried, its fuel value alone would be 
equivalent to about two million tons of coal. 
Before any recovery and use could be mede of these by 
products it would be necessary to laiow of what they consisted. 
The most logical way of determining these by-products would be 
to make an analytical study of the cornstalk# the cellulosic 
residue, and the digestor liquors. Accordingly the first 
part of this thesis is devoted to an analytical examination of 
the cornstalk tissue. 
Since the present method of pulping cornstalks as v/ell as 
the other grasses and similar materials is of the alkali type, 
a study was made of this process for the purpose of determining 
the constituents removed from the tissue by pulping as well as 
a possible utilization of the digestor liquor by fermentation. 
This study is reported in part two of this thesis. 
Due to the fact that in the soda process for pulping it 
is quite uneconomical to sacrifice the soda for the recovery of 
the by-products, a new process was sought which T;ould make 
possible the recovery of both the caustic used for pulping as 
well as the by-products. Part three of this thesis reports 
the pulping of the cornstalk and other agricultural waste 
materials by the use of a volatile alkali, which perjaits the 
recovery of the alkali as .veil as the products made soluble 
during ptilping, 
1, Eisenbeiss, Papier-Fabrikant, 108, (1924)» 
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It MS becR XBOWs xor eo?si«itisie that e-eiltJioBi«5r 
mtif be f«naeBtfid b,v the isf8« i5f c®rts.iis feaot«rie fe? &is4 
foralc acids as'well fi.« other v&lmhl^ mt&sl&lB* • 
tJiejcGfox"®., tfeomglili tisat agrlctjlt'sirsl 1)® 
us@4 &s & fer?5se'?it8st.io» f« the cosajercl^il proaactlois of 
T&XtisbXe 2?sirt foxis" this thesis rftperts sssal^t-ical 
Btadies is tios^eetis^ t'dth the femcBtii-tJlOiJ ®.gri.o«iItii?xel 
?faet€! ?!®«.t6ri&l© h'^ the xisre of titeraopMlie fe&eteyift# 
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FART I 
CHBMICAI, EJMilM/i-HOlS CP THE TISSUE OF 'XHE COENSa?AIK 
HIS'fOEICjli 
Ilio first real aoalytical iiork regarding the nature of 
the carbohydrate mstterials of the cornGtslk tissue was done 
by Browne and 'lollens^ in 1902* fhey reported the pentosan 
content as ebout 26 per cent and also inflieated that this 
valuo was approximetely constant for the different tissiies 
of the stalk* 'fhe next work of any importance was that of 
Vs'iley^ in which he reported the cornstalk as containing 50 to 
53 per cent Cross and Sevan cellulose with 35 to 40 per cent-
(K- cellulose. This work v;as followed toy that of Brand in 
which he indicated that stalk consisted of a fibrous and a 
pith material which aade distinctly different types of paper* 
In 19S4, Latshaw and Miller' made an elemental analysis of the 
different parts of the corn plant. All of these ajia3.yses» 
except for the values indicated, I'^ere primarily of an agri­
cultural nature and of little value for conmereial purposes* 
Eeoently quite a ntnaber of publications of a general descrip­
tive nature^ have appeared as tvell as a few which given some 
1» Browne and 2?ollens, Ber» 5,5> 1457 (l90E) 
2» Wiley. D. S» B. A. Divicicn of Chem, Bulletin Ko. 50 (1098) 
2. Brand* U. S, D,, Boreau of Plant Ind. Circulftr flo. 82 (l91l) 
4. Latshaw end Ililler. -Agri. Heseereh 27. 845 (1924). 
5. Eommel, Ind. Eng. Chem. 716, (192877 
Sonnjel, Ind. Eng. Chem, iJews Edition p. 1, J^y 20, (1928). 
Eommel, Ind. Kng. Cher,. ISews Edition p. 7, July 20^ (1928)» 
EirJkpatriek, Ghem. ^t. Eng«, 55^ 401, (1928). 
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analytical date.^ along v.ith the general report. A complete 
hihliography from 1900 to 192 0 is givon by V/est^« 
liignin may be determine fi by nny one of several met tods as 
the VS'X' H2S0^ method^^ the '.-illst&tter HOI method"^, the 1^^ HCl 
5 6 r 
method , the g&seoaa ECl method , etc» i'he 7^5'/y ^^04 ^^nd the 
Vvillstatter fiOl methods are eoriSidered the beat, hitib the 7Z% 
EgSO^ method being the easier to carry out* 'fhe 71;^ ^^^^4 
method was therefore seleete-J for the determination of the 
lignin in the eornstdlk. 
OOhe method of procedtire for the 72^i HgBO^. method indicates 
th£».t the proeet-s is carried ottt «.t room ten-peraturei. In all 
cases %hen the process is carried out at room temperature a 
black earbonatious residue is obtaiued. Since the literatijre 
reports that the lignin residue from tfcis process, when applied 
to Vvoods^ is usually derfc, nothing '.vas thougiit wrong until it 
wae found in^posEible to ms-fce the lignin vaU'^^e of the same sample 
checjfc v^hen determined in sumiiier and v/inter. It was found that 
the v&luee obtained in summer uere much higher than those 
obt-s.ined in winter. This indicate:! that the temperature 
1. Jackson, Baper i^ll 50, Ko. 36, S, {19S7). 
V^ebber. Ind* Bng. Chem. £7G, (1929). 
E» 'Meet, "Bil>liogrt:phy ol Saper iiaiting". p. Lockwood Trade 
Journal Co- il9r;9j, 
S» Schorger, "Chemistry of cellulose and wood," p. 524, McGraw-
Hill Book. Co. 1926. 
4. willstatter and Kalb. Ber. S5 £640. (l9E2). 
5» l-jj-iUll, Diss. Bfnzig 19, (1916). 
6. Konig and Hump, E, Unters. iiahr. Genusem., 28. 177 (1914). 
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must be ctueing the variation it was the only thiiag which had 
bee/i ch-j-Bged in the process* 
To verify the fact that temperature change was eiiU£-ing the 
variij-tion in ligniii value, the prooens was carried out with corn-
Bt&lk materiiil at several Bpecifio temperatiiree. The results 
of this investigation arc gives bolow, 
Seiaperiiture Per cerit Lig.niri Ccjlor of Eesidue 
S4.0 Black 
16° S4.0 Brown 
4® £3*7 Light Br owe 
'Iheso values indici..te that the lignin Vi- lue of the eoru-
stalk iBcreaees . ith temperature rise after the temperature 
passes a certain critical vt^lae# &• prob&fcle erplanation for 
this is that the cellulose stnd hemice 1 luloses are hydroliKed 
to the simple sugars which go into solution and at the higher 
temperature these eiiaple sugars decompose and csrhoB is 
precipitated, 'ihis precipitated csrbon csused the increase ic 
lignin value* 
In order to verify the fact that the lignin values obtained 
at the lower teaperature are more nearlj' the correct S^alues, the 
lignins of ciifferent materii.! heve beer) deteimined by the 
Vvlllstatter HCl method anil by the VZfo H£SO^ method at room 
ternijerature and ut ice box tempera.tiire. The results of this 
inveetigation are given in Table I* 
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TaMe I. 
Comparison of the lignin Values of the Cortex, Vascular 
Bundles and Pith of the CoriJStallc by Different igrocesses 
—• 
Outer 
Shell 
Vascular 
Bundles Pith 
I'otal 
Cornstalk 
iRoom i'eniperature 
72% E,SOv SS.5 35^2 32.0 S4,S 
Cooled 
; 72% H^SOv 25#2 22*5 16*5 23*7 
iHllstatter 25.4 22.0 15.9 22.8 
These values indicate that the values obtained by the 
cold 72^ Eg^SOj,method are more nearly the true valiies of the 
lignin in the material as they checlc the values obtained by 
the ViillBtatter HCl method* 
The analytical schone is fun dampen tally that recommended 
by Schwalbe^ for the essamination 6f plant tissues ,8®d the cell-» 
uloses clerived from them.. The material used for these experi­
ments consisted of stalks from the baled material selected 
and cleaned bjr hand. The selected material, was ground to pass 
a Sp-mesh screen unless otherxvise indicated.. The moisture 
content of this material was 7^72 per cent on an oven-dry basis 
of 105*'C,, The dry tissue ran 3o.62 per cent ash end 0«.6 per 
cent either extractable matter. The data reported 
1, ^ohwalbe,- Z. lagew* Chem*, l£6-.229i (1919) 
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below are all calculated on the dry b&sis. 
Cellulose in the Cornstalk 
'Jhe term "cellulose" in carbohydrate chemistry is gener-
all restricted to the inert substctnce of the same percentage 
composition as starch but presumedly more highly 
polymerized. The term is not so restricted in the less tech­
nical language, as indicated by the terms alpha-cellulose, 
beta-dellulose, and garams-cellulose used in the analyses of 
the commercial products. (The product obtained by the Cross 
1 
end Sevan analytical method is reported as cellulose, al­
though it is recognized tMt this product may contain con­
siderable fuj-fural-yielding material and small quantities of 
lignin* 
5?he Cross and Sevan determination leaves a residue of 
45*5 per cent of the stalk ae cellulose pulp. 5?hiB product 
conttins frirfursl-yielding material to the equivalent of 17.1 per 
cent pentosan, She lignin determination bs? the 72 per cant 
sulfuric acid method at room tempertitme gives 5*8 per cent 
lignin ivhile the Yi/iilsteitter method indicates S.S per cent. 
I'he ash ran 0.6 per cent, \rariation in the methods, of the 
treatment will, of course, chs^nge these values. If the 
pentosan, lignin, and ash are calculated to per cent of original 
stalk subtracted from the value for Cross and Bevan cellulose, 
1. Cross end Bevan, "Cellulose," p. 94, Longmtins, Green and Co., 
(1916). 
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the folio ing results are obtained: 
Per cent 
Cellulose pulp 
Pentoseii 
Ligwin, average 
Ash 
45*5 
7*8 
£.0 
0,g 
Cellulose, by difference S5.4 
Hemicellulose in the Cornstalk 
The definition of this group of Rubstanees is oven less 
precise ohiin the definition for cellulose. It is generally 
agreed th&t they are the group of polysecohEridee of the tissue 
which are insoluble in ivster but soluble in e^aistic solution* 
and are more subject to &eid hydrolysis than the cellulose. 
Uhey are subdivided according to the sirrole sugars obtained 
by hydrolysis - jryl&ns, gali ctans, mannsns, and miJctures Bueh 
as gal&cto-arabans, etc# 
part of the confusion is due to the fact that alkaline 
extraction does not give a sharp separation betveen the cellulose 
and heiaieellulose and silso removes & portion of the lignin« 
iis v;ould be expected, tlie values obtained by alfcaliae extraction 
of the tissue do not agree with those obtained by acid hydrolysis 
of the tissue# These difficulties have led to the postulation 
of many different kinds of hemicelluloses. 
»^ith the cornstalk sn approximation has "been made by 6 
per cent alkaline e^rtraction of the tissue followed by analysis 
of both the residue and filtrate. 3?he tissue was treated three 
- 14 -
times for 12, 4, and 4 hoiirs, respectively, with sufficient 5 
per cent sodium hydroxide to moisten it at room temperatures* 
She solutions were pressed off and the residual tissue v/ashed 
with v;arffl water after each es;tr&ction. This treatment dissolved 
46.2 per cent of the stalk, leaving 62.8 per cent as residue. 
Analyses for pentosans by furfural showed 17.S per cent of the 
stalk calculated as peritos&ns In the extract with 7.1 per cent 
in the residue* The sum of these results, 24.4 per cent, 
indicates an unaccountable loss in pentosan equivalent to S.2 
per cent of the stalk, yince the original tissue contained 27*6 
per cent pentosan. A determination of reducing sugars indicated 
little, if any, reducing sugars other than those calculated as 
1 pentosans . 
An acid hydrolysis of the tissue was run using S.5 grams of 
tissue and £0 cc. of 1.125 specific gravity hydrochloric acid in 
200 cc. of water at boiling temperatures ^^nder reflus for 
hours. I'his treatment dissolvefl 40.7 per cent of the cornstalk. 
A gravimetric J^'ehling's determination gave a copper equivalent tf 
26.4 per cent glucose in the solution. A furfural determination 
gave 20.8 per cent pentosan in the solution and 4.1 per cent in 
the residue, xhe sura of these values gives 24.9 per cent 
pentosan, which indicates an unaccountable loss of 2.7 per cent 
pentosan from that of the original sample. Since the reducing 
1» This st^emont is based on the equivalent copper v lue of 
glucose and xylose as rexjorted by Stone, Ber., 2S. 3796 (1890) 
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values of glucose and sjrlose are about the seme, a subtraotioo 
of the furfural value for xylose of 21.6 per cent from the 
glucose value would indicate that about 4.9 per cent of the 
stalk as reducing sugars other than sylose might be puesent* 
Table II 
Composition of Cornstalk under Various Analytical 
Treatments 
(Eesulta in oercentsfge of original stalk dried at IOS^Cm ) 
Origi­
. 5$w SaOE isx-
trsict of Stalk Hydrolysis 
Designation of 
Tisjjue nal stalk fraction 
(soluble) 
53.^ 
""raction 
(not 
solxible) 
40.79& 
J^rEction 
(Soluble) 
69^5% 
Jfraction 
(not 
solttbl© 
Per 
cent 
Ji^er cent Per cent •fer cent Per cent 
lignins 
Eoom Temp. 
S4.4 26.5 (by 
diff.) 
7.8 14.S (by 
diff.) 
£0.0 
Ash 3.6 1.6 1.4 
HendLcellulose; 
Pen to sans 
Hexosans 
Cellulose by 
diff. 
B7*6 
l.S 
23.1 
IV^S 
Bone 
7.1 
•WMW-
S7.3 
20,8 
4.9 
4.1 
35.8 
I'he residue from the acid hydrolysis, 59*S per cent of 
the original stalk, contained 1,4 per cent ash, 4»1 per cont 
pentosan, and 20»0 per cent lignin bK>sed cai the original stalk# 
This viotald leave SS»8 per cent cellulose In the stalir. by dif­
ference. 
^ suiTiniary of the results of the three Independent series 
of analytical procedures is given in Table ii. It will be 
observed that tha suras of these various procedures check fairly 
- 16 -
Well for the indicated fractional composition of the cornstali: 
and that the values for cellulose by difference check roughly 
with the value S5*4 obtained from the corrected Cross and Sevan 
value. The analytical procedures upon which these results 
are bSEed are not considered sufficiently selective to warrant 
the inclueioa of the nitrogenous and ether-soluble fractions, 
since their magnitudes x^^ould be within the experimental error 
of these v-lues# 
Pectin in the Cornstalk 
An effort has been made to determine the pectin content 
of the cornst&lk as a means of correlation with retting escperi-
ments. A direct isolation failed to give any pectin or poetic 
acid* /^n indirect attempt was made by determining galactose on 
the assumption that all pectins are characterized by yielding 
raucic acid on oxidation. 2he quantities of iriuoic acid obtained 
were so small that definite identification was doubtful. In this 
connection attention should be called to the work of Ritter^, 
which shows that the middle lamella of baeswood tissue consists 
of ligniii and not pectin or calcium peotate. She q.u6stion 
arises ae to whether a si dlar change takes place in the 
lignificatioc of the cornstalk. 
Isolation and Analysis of Pentosans from Cornstalk 
In preparing zylan or xvood gum it is common practice first 
to extract the tissue vdth 1 per cent ammoniujn hydroxide to 
1. Hitter, Eng. Chem., 2J.* 11^5 il925). 
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remove the v/ater-soluble constituents, coloring matter, efce» 
Analysis of this extrsct gave the folio ing resiilts: 
Per cent 
Total solids extracted by 1 per cent amraonia 6#00 
I'otal sugars (calculated as glucose) 2,17 
Pentosans (by furfural) 0-85 
Galactans (by mucie acid) Indefinite trace 
Shis analysis indicates ttet the water-soluble hexose 
carbohydrates, indluding starch,, are not present to more than 
2»0 per cent of the total stalk. 
After the preliminary treatment with 1 per cent ammonia, 
the tissue was extracted with 5 per cent sodium hydroxide as 
described for the determination of hemicelluloses# illcohol 
was added to this extract until precipitation ceased. (Phis 
usually required a volume-to-volume proportion; in a few eases 
more alcohol was necessary. The precipitate settled fairly 
rapidly and was filtered off through paper after about 6 hours 
standing* The material wae reprecipitated by adding alcohol to 
a 1 per cent sodium hydroxide solution of the material* The 
yellow, amorphoujB powder obtained by drying this residue gave 
the folloviing analjrsis; 
Per cent 
^isture (loss at 100°C,) S.16 
Pentosan (furfural distillation J 88.00 
Xignin (oold 7S per cent eulfuric 2»25 
acid) 
Ash 2.64 
Total 96.04 
Seducing sugars as xylan (by if'ehling) 87.32 
In view of the* fact that the reclucing sugars and furfural 
determination check, it seems probable that this material is 
- 18 -
xylan^ with the impurities indicated. 
Bote-IThe furfural determinations have been calculated as 
xylan throughout this paper n this evidecoe. 3?his fraction is 
being more closely examined and until that tirae the furfural 
values should be interpreted with the usual reservations* Cf» 
Klingstedt^ Z, anal. Chem», 66. 129 {1925)» The work of Brown 
and Toll&nB^ Ber», 1457 (1902), indicates tijat anall 
amounts of arabinose are to be expected. 
The same procedure is frequently used and the precipitated 
fraction designated as "hemicellulose*" Varying amounts of 
lignin can be brought aovm \vith this fraction according to the 
msnipiilation details® 
Isolation and Analysis of Lignin Fraction 
0?he lignins, although insoluble in either water or alcohol, 
are q.uite soluble in a jiEisture of the two solvents# Ihe fil­
trate frora the isolation of the pentosan fraction was fraction­
ally distilled to rennve the alcohol* the lignins remaining in 
solution in the aqueous sodium hydroxide* V<hen the alcohol 
was removed, the solution was coole i and acidified, the lignins 
separating at once* They were piirified by twice taking up in 
1 per cent sodium hj^drosride end reprecipitating by acidifi­
cation. 
The lignins <or lignic acids) were obtained as a light 
brov/n, amorphous powder, i^-hen suspended in water, they softened 
at 60®C. to a sticky, resinous oil, "hich immediately solidified 
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upon cooling to a brittle, easily pulverized juass. IMs 
characteristic changes v/ith time. The analysis of this frac­
tion \vs;8 es follows: 
Per cent 
Moisture Hose at 100°C,} S2»0 
i'entosanB Indefinite trace 
iteducing sug; rs (Hydrolysis) Indefinite trace 
Lignin (by 72 per cent sulfuric acid) 76.1 
1.0 
Total 99.1 
ifethoxy content 14.0 
Separation and Analysis of Ihree Structural Tissues of 
Cornstallj: 
The matured cornstalfe can be easily separated into three 
different tissues or combinations of tissues: (a) the epidermiB 
and the peripheral vascular bundles? or the outer shell of the 
stalk; (b) the pith or fundamental psrenchyina of the stalk 
(the term "pith" as used by «JackBon and by SherVi/ood apparently 
includes the vaeeular btindles as well as the parenchj'inatous 
tissues); (c) the inner vascular bundles interspersed through 
the pith of the stalk. Of these tissues, the outer shell and 
the central vascular bundles are predominantly fibrous in 
structure sad of woody appearance. The pith is composed of 
more or less cubical cells of soft and spongy texture# 
It was presumed that most of the lignin content of the 
cornstslic i^ould bo found in the vaecular bundles and that the 
hemicellulose v/ould be largely concentrated In the parenchymatous 
tissues. The analytical data (Table III) do not support this 
Figure 1—Pljotomicrographs of Cellulose Pulp from the Cornstalk Prepared by the de Vains Proceas 
0 and 6 from vascular bundles ami pareiicbyma carefully dissected out. c and d from mechanically separated prosenchymntous 
aiul parenchymatous tissues. 
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Samples of paper made from. 
Hand Separated 
Pith 
Hand Separated 
Fiber 
. x Q; 
.  •• . -^.•  . . .T 
' 
'•'•vr ..,' 
Hand Separated 
Outer Shell 
Jv' 
>0 ' 
'\A' ' 
Mechanically Separated 
Pith 
.e > 
Mechanically Separated 
Pihers 
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presraj^jtiOD, the analyses of theeo differeat tissues being about 
the came as that for the total stallc« So obtain these data the 
outer shell of the stalk was peeled off with a sharp knife, the 
inner pith cylinder softened in water* and the vascular bundles 
separated from the pith by carfulljr pulling out each fiber and 
scraping av^ay the softer parenehymatoiis tissue* !Efae separated 
tissues v/ere then ana lyzed as previously described for the 
total stalk enccept that the cellulose pulp obtained by a 
iflodificaticai of the de Yains process instead of by the Cross and 
Bevan analytical n©thod»i It will be observed that the values for 
cellulose by difference check roughly v/ith the value reported for 
the total stalks (I'ablsui)# 
Although these tissues had appro2:iiaately the same chemical 
composition, the physical nature of the cellulose pulp prepared 
from the pith ivas very different from that prepared from the 
other tissues# She pulp prepared from the x'ascular bundles 
and outer shell was distinctly fibrous in texture and formed a 
good mat in filtering. The pulp prepared from the pith had no 
visible fiber and in eppearaiice resembled the galatinized 
celluloses. Photomicrogrsphs of these pulps are shown in 
figure la and b. 'J?hase tissues had no mechanical trealaaent and 
it is Oifficiat to believe that treatment >• ith 1 per cent 
caustic as used in the preparation of the naterial would cause 
such a degree of gelatinization» It seems more probable that 
this property is dae to the original subdivision of the tissue 
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iato thin-walled, isodimetric cells rather than to the chsmioal 
aatiire of the celluloBe. 
iEsbla III 
CoKipariBon of Compositions of the Cortes, Taecular 
Bundles, and Pith of the Cornstalk 
Outer Vascular iWl 
Shell Bundles Pith CornBtal]s: 
Per cent Per cent i'er cent Per oent 
Pentosan 25.9 26.4 27.7 27.6 
Ligntn R. I# 35.2 32^0 34.3 
Iiignin (cold 72^) 25.2 22.5 16.5 £3.7 
Cellulose pulp 65,9 50 .2 50#1 52,6 
Pentosans in pulp 16.6 l£.l 12.2 14.2 
Cellulose (by difference) S9#3 37.1 57*9 38.4 
2he tedious task of diBsecting these tissues wotJld handicap 
any great extension of the above studies. Since these results 
indicated such s decided difference io the physical nature of 
these tissues a mechanical device for separating the psiren-
chymatous tissues from the shell and vascular biindles has been 
1 developed « 3?he success of the separation can be judged by 
comjjaring the |>hotOinicrographs c and d in Figure 1 ivith those 
of the corresponcliBg hand-separated tissues. Paper from each 
of these materials is seen on page 21, 
1« She machine patented by Sherwood, U. S* Patent 627,882 (1899)» 
apparently separated the shell from the central portion of the 
stalk, the tern "pith" being tised to designate the central 
parenchyma and vascular bundles ae well. 2.'he same applies to 
U. S. Patents 720,850 and 720,851 (l9GS), 
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It should be emphssiaed that these statements are not to 
be interpreted to mean that paper cannot be mad© from the pith 
of the cornstalk* Sheets prepared from the mechanically 
separated pith resemble the rice paper of the Chinese, 'i^h© 
facts that the pith is TOry bulfcy, that it will yield to milder 
chemical treatment than the rest of the stalk, and that it is 
almost inpossible to bleach it to a white ptUp indicate that 
it would be more eeonomioal to separate it from the more 
fibrous tissues which constitute about 80 per cent of the etalj;. 
SUISSIABY 
It is pointed out that the 7S^ method for the ligain 
determination gives high results^ and a modification of this 
method is suggested in ivhich the tesj^ers-ture is controlled# 
An analytical examination of the corKstalfc indicates that 
it consists primarily of lignin (approncimatel-y E4 per cent), 
pentosan {approsiiimtely 27 per cent), cellulose {Approximately 
S5 per cent). There is? little polyhexose material subject to 
acid hydrolysis (2 to 6 per cent) and no pectic material coxtld 
be definitely identified* 
jDireotions are given for the isolation from the cornstalk 
by alkali extraction of a pentosan fraction ti'vith about 26 per 
cent impurity as ash f.yaa lignin) and of a lignin fraction ^ 
(apparently containing no carbohydrates), 
'JPhe shelly pith, and vascplar bundles have been dissected 
\ 
from the cornstalk and analyzed* The ccanpocition of these 
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tiasaea does not vary greatly from that of the total stalk* 
The celltilose pulp prej^rod from the pith dries to a parchment­
like paper* 
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PAR2 II 
OJEiil Pi^FriTIOK OP im COKS'J!ia?F£MTS OF THE COEl^Si'ALK BY I'HE ACTIOU 
OF ALKALI. 
IIJTHOBUCTIOK 
3?he present industrial process for pulping tJie cornstalk^, 
like the industrial processes for the other graiees, is of the 
alkali type. In this process, the pentosan and lignin bodies 
removed by the caustic are sacrificed for the more valuable 
alkali used in the treatment. ' (The follov.irjg study reports the 
partition of the three predominant (Slapses of c mpounds of the 
cornstalk under alkali treatment; the object oi the study being 
to obtain date- bearing on the feasibility of the fermentation of 
the pentosans in the alkali liquor# 
Separation of Tissue 
The i aterial used in these studies consisted of the tv;o 
distinct types of structural tissue in the cornstalk; the pith 
(parenchymatous tissue}, and the outer shell together with the 
fibrovaecul&r bundles from the central portioBS of the stalk# 
'fheee tissues were separated by first chop; ing the stalk, freed 
from leaves and dirt, in a Wiley mill 'without screens* vshen the 
mill is run at low speed (240 r.pain.), this . ill break the stalks 
into pieces one to tv»'o inches in length end crush the outer shell 
of all pieces, 'i'he cubical pith cells are then screened from the 
1. Kirkpatrick, Ohem. end iJet. Eng.. 56. 401 (1928). 
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fibrovascTilar bundles and outer shell by the use of a wash roll 
in an oj^ilnary beating engine; the beater roll being set v/ith 
at least 1/4" clearance and the v/ash roll being covered \!^ith a 
10 mesh screen* Concentration of wash water and prevention of 
water waste can be obtained by returning the water from the 
wash roll to the beater after filtering out the pith by means 
of 60 mesh screen^* The separation is completed in about 45 
minutes with the experimental apparatus used in this laboratory, 
A schematic diagram of which is shown in figure II. The average 
of seven such separations gave the following results: 
Pith material 26% 
Fibrous material 
Water soluble mato'i^ 9,0% 
Iiossj (by diff.) 
It should be emphasized that the separation of these tissues is 
made without chemical treatment of the stalk, and while a 
Hollander is used in the separation, that the tissue is not 
"beateng in the usual sense of the v;ord» Many other kinds of 
washing machines could be developed for the sane pui'pose, the 
fundamentals involved being merely the rubbing out of the soft 
pith and the separation of these cubical cells from the more 
fibrous and resistant tissue. This separation, if used com­
mercially, ivould take the place of the hot water washing shown 
in the flow-sheet fop the commercial preparation of paper from 
O 
cornstalks . 
!• A patent covering the essentials of this apparatus has been 
issued to Kumagama and Shimomura, B« P- 299740, Chem, Abs, 
23, 3574, 1929. 
"^7 Kirkpatrick, Chem. and Met. Eng., 35, 401 (1928). 
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Pulpiflg of Tissue 
She chemical treatment reported for the two tissues of the 
cornstalk consists eseentially of the de Vaine process# 5!he 
literature regarding the de Vains process consists principally 
of patents^ and descriptions of plant operations, /malytical 
2 *3! 
studies have been made on esparto grass and on flez strsw"^, 
Waentig^ has mads an extensive study of the action of chlorine 
and chlorine dioxide in the process, A number of studies habere 
been made in the Chemical Kngr« Dept. of Iowa State College on 
the application of this process to the production of celltilose 
C 
from the cornstalk • A bibliography from 1900 to 1928 is given 
by V^est®* 
She de Veins process consists of three distinct steps: 
1. Preliminary treatment with dilute alkali to partially 
deligrify the tissues. 
2» Chlorination of the pulp from the alkali treatment to 
convert the residual lignin into soluble compounds* 
1,. de Vains 
B. S. Patent 1,106,994 
U. S. Patent 1,500,060 
U. S. patent 1,556,497 
U, S, Patent 1,593,487 
British Patent 189,661 
British Patent 197,SE9 ^ 
British i'atent 198,975 
British Patent £01,488 
British Patent 208:,551 
£• i&itti and Venturi, Ann. Chim. iipplicata, 17. S91 (1927) 
3. Schafer, Bray and Peterson, Paper Srade 84^ Bo.8,207(1927) 
4. Waentig, S. angew. Uhem., 41, 4924 977-S4Q01 11928) 
5. Webber^ Ind.» Eng. Chem.^ 21^ 27G 41928] 
fioberts, B. S. fhesis, Iowa State College (1927) (In manuscript) 
6» V/est, "Bibliography of Paper iSaking'^ p. 202 
Lockwbod Trade Journal Co., (1929|. 
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I 
S. EstrE-ctiojB of the chlorinated lignihB with either soliimi 
sulfite or caustic solutions-
It waB e>-pected thi^t e&ch of these treatments would cause suf­
ficient chemical change that a three dimensional dicgrara v/ould 
be neceesary to portray the results graphically, Accordingly, 
three variations in e&ch treatTujent were made giving a total of 
twenty-seven samples for the study. The expected variation in 
the second and third treatments was not found, the greater 
portion of the chemical change taking place in the first treat­
ment v/ith dilute caustic. Vihile the second and third treat­
ment caused little chanical change, they did cause considerable 
change in the ease of bleaching of the pulp. 
In applying these treatments to the cornstallc tissues, 
quantitative procedures were followed thruout rather than pulp­
ing procjesses. Dhe tissue, excepting the pith, v;i;.s ground to 
pass a 60 mesh screen. She material used had a moisture con­
tent of 5,62Sp on an oven-dry basis of 105 degrees. She dry 
tissue ran 1.44% ash. All results reported below are on the 
oven-dry basis unless otherv/i*se indicated. 
In the study of the pulping of the fibrous material, 
twenty-seven samples of twenty-five grams each were weighed out 
to give three variable treatments of each of the three steps in 
the procedure. Shese samples were then grouped as shown in 
Tableivto give all the possible combinations of: 
1. -f^-lkali treatment with concentrations of 0,5, 1.0 and 2.0 
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TABLE IV 
Re Sill ts of "Various Treatment oi 
MALYSIS OF LIO.UORS 
Treatment NaOH Chlorination Ka. 
Cone • vol. Chlori- Cone. bombust Pento: Combust Pehtb COmbu: 
Sample NaOE NaOH nation time NaSOa ible san ible san ible 
Ko;. in ^ in CO in Mins. in % Residue Residue Residi 
1 0,5 250 15 1,0 14.64 1.58 1.53 0.15 2.38 
2 0.5 250 15 2^0 14.6ft 1.58 1.53 0.15 4.01 
5 0,5 250 15 4.0 14. 64 1.58 1.53 0.15 6.68 
4 0.5 250 30 1.0 14.64 1.58 1.77 0.16 2.39 
5 0.5 250 30 2.0 14.64 1.58 1.77 0.16 2.26 
6 0.5 250 30 4.0 14.64 1.58 1.77 0.16 2.27 
7 0.5 250 60 1.0 14.64 1,58 2.41 0.17 6.71 
8 0.5 250 60 2.0 14.64 1.58 2.41 0.17 5.11 
9 0.5 250 60 4.0 14.64 1.58 2.41 0.17 4.63 
10 1.0 250 15 1,0 24.75 3.61 1.41 0.24 1.93 
11 1.0 250 15 2.0 24.75 3.61 1.41 0.24 
12 1.0 250 15 4.0 24.75 3.61 1.41 0.24 .... 
13 1.0 290 30 1,0 24.75 3.61 1.60 0.34 2.14 
14 1.0 250 30 2.0 24.75 3.61 1.60 0.34 2.30 
15 1.0 250 30 4,0 24.75 3.61 1.60 0.34 2.14 
16 1.0, 250 60 1*0 24.75 3.61 1.64 0.30 2.41 
17 1.0 250 60 2.0 24.75 3.61 1.64 0.30 2.58 
18 1.0 250 60 4.0 24.75 3.61 1.64 0.30 2.58 
19 2.0 250 15 1,0 30.20 7.53 1.20 0.12 3.42 
20 2.0 250 15 2.0 30.20 7.53 1.20 0.12 2.82 
21 2.0 250 15 4.0 30.20 7.53 1.20 0.12 2.20 
22 2.0 250 30 1,0 SO.SO 7.53 1.46 0.20 2.11 
23 2.0 250 30 2.0 30.20 7.53 1.46 0.20 1.78 
24 2.0 250 30 4.0 30*20 7.53 1.46 0.20 2.73 
25 2.0 250 60 1.0 30.20 7.53 1.84 0.17 2.22 
26 2.0 250 60 2.0 30.20 7.53 1.84 0.17 1.99 
27 2.0 250 60 4.0 30.20 7.53 1.84 0.17 1.44 
TABLE V 
Effect of Caustic Concentrati! 
45 0.1 750 30 2.0 
46 0.2 750 30 a.o 
47 0.3 750 30 2,0 
37 0.5 750 30 2.0 25.75 5.22 2.86 0.52 2.58 
38 1.0 750 30 2.0 29.00 6.78 2.56 0.27 2.64 
39 2.0 750 30 2.0 33.00 9.23 2.29 0.20 2.92 
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TABLE IV 
Treatment on Fibrous Material 
-
lO.TJORS 
Total 
Combust: 
ible mat 
ter 
Removed 
Total 
Pentosan 
Removed 
Yield 
of 
Pulp 
nation Na.SO, 
Pento 
san 
combust 
ible 
Residue 
Pento 
san Analysis 5 of pu: -T) 
Ash : Pai tosan Lignin cc Cel 
lose 
0,15 2.38 — 18.55 - 72.2 0.25 22.25 13.62 52. 
0.15 4.01 - 20.18 - 71.0 0.29 21.12 13.47 50. 
0.15 6.68 mm 23.85 68.4 0.25 19.51 12.86 47. 
0.16 2.39 0.71 18.80 2.45 68.0 0.32 18.90 11.19 49. 
0.16 2.26 0.75 18.67 2.49 66.5 0.26 18.41 10.79 47. 
0.16 2.27 0.65 18.66 2.39 67.3 0.21 19.17 10.52 48. 
0.17 6.71 0.89 23.76 2.64 63.1 0.29 17.86 10.40 44. 
0.17 5.11 1.26 22.16 S.Ol 62.8 0.50 18.94 7.04 43. 
0.17 4.63 1.18 21.68 2.93 63.1 0.26 18.55 7.58 44. 
0.24 1.93 0.58 27.09 4.43 57.1 0.15 17.29 4.32 42. 
0.84 0.42 ... 4.27 56.9 0.13 17.80 4.57 42. 
0.24 0.42 4.27 57.2 0.11 16.96 4.84 39. 
0.34 S.14 0.72 S8.49 4.67 56.0 0.10 17.45 3.41 40. 
0.34 2.30 0.69 28.65 4.64 56.5 0.13 17.90 3.12 40. 
0.34 2.14 0<54 28.49 4.49 56.5 0.10 17.95 3.24 40. 
0.30 2.41 0.87 28.80 4.78 56.1 0.16 17.67 3.34 39. 
0.30 2.58 0.95 28.97 4.86 55.1 0.14 17.05 2.92 38. 
0.30 2.58 0.84 28.97 4.75 54.8 0.18 16.50 2.84 38. 
0.12 3.42 0.44 34.82 8.09 53.2 0.21 15.25 3.02 37. 
0.12 2.82 0.39 34.22 8.04 55.1 0.16 15.30 3.18 41. 
0.12 2.20 0.30 33.60 7.95 57.5 0.14 18.30 3.54 43. 
0.20 2.11 0.67 33.77 8.40 52.8 0.14 14.60 2.26 38. 
0.20 1.78 0.60 33.44 8.33 51.8 0.15 14.39 2.16 38. 
0.20 2.73 0.63 34.39 8.36 51.8 0.17 14*07 2.18 37. 
0.17 2.22 0.92 54.26 8.62 52.1 0.27 14.82 2.53; 37. 
0.17 1.99 0.78 34.01 8.48 51.9 0.25 14.38 2.36 38. 
0.17 1.44 0.73 35.48 8.43 50.9 0.25 13.70 2.39 38. 
TABLE V 
J Concentration on Pith. Pulping 
67.8 
60.0 
58.8 
0.52 2.58 0.99 31.19 6.73 57.2 0.54 14.50 4.78 41. 
0.27 2.64 1,07 34.20 8.12 53.3 0.43 12.48 3.82 38. 
0.20 2.92 1.22 38.21 11.15 48.9 0.37 3.40 2.97 35. 

Id 
Lp Ash 
Analysis of Pulp 
Pea tosan Lignin 
13.62 
13,47 
12.86 
11.19 
10.79 
10.52 
10.40 
7.04 
7.58 
4.32 
4.57 
4.84 
3.41 
3.12 
3.24 
3.34 
2.92 
2.64 
3.02 
3.18 
3.54 
2.26 
2.16 
2.18 
2.53; 
2.36 
2.39 
cC Cellu 
lose 
Combust­
ible 
matter 
Pentosan 
Bemovecl 
Pento san 
in Pulp 
Total 
Solids 
Yn'ater so lu-
ble material 
. 2  
.0 
#4 
.0 
.5 
.3 
.1 
,8 
.1 
1 
.9 
. 2  
.0 
.5 
.5 
.1 
.1 
.8 
2 
.1 
^5 
.8 
,8 
.8 
B.l 
L.9 
0.9 
0.25 
0.29 
0.25 
0.32 
0.26 
0.21 
0.29 
0.30 
0.26 
0.15 
0.13 
0.11 
0.10 
0.13 
0.10 
0.16 
0.14 
0.18 
0.21 
0.16 
0.14 
0.14 
0.15 
0.17 
0.27 
0.25 
0.25 
22.25 
21.12 
19.51 
18.90 
18.41 
19.17 
17.86 
18.94 
18.55 
17.29 
17.80 
16.96 
17.45 
17.90 
17.95 
17.67 
17.05 
16.50 
15.25 
15.30 
18.30 
14.60 
14.39 
14*07 
14.82 
14.38 
13.70 
52.00 
50.32 
47.87 
49.38 
47.45 
48.98 
44.00 
43.18 
44.35 
42.02 
42.40 
39.40 
40.20 
40.60 
40.45 
39.35 
38.76 
38.30 
37.00 
4L.00 
43.75 
38.90 
38.20 
37.60 
37.85 
38.90 
38.28 
90.75 
91.18 
92.25 
86.80 
85.17 
85.36 
86.86 
84.96 
84.78 
84.19 
84.49 
84.30 
84.99 
84.90 
84.07 
83.77 
88.02 
89.32 
91.10 
86.58 
85.24 
86.19 
86.36 
85.91 
84.38 
7.8 
0.0 
8.8 
7.2 0.54 14.50 4.78 41.55 88.39 
3.3 0.43 12.48 3.82 38.75 87.50 
8.9 0.37 3.40 2.97 35.60 86,11 
21.35 
20.90 
21.56 
20.50 
21.95 
21.48 
22.72 
22.07 
21.23 
22.12 
22.54 
22.44 
22.45 
21.91 
21.25 
23.34 
23.34 
26.25 
23.00 
22.72 
22.43 
23.44 
23.86 
22.13 
21.23 
20.60 
20.55 
99.95 
100.38 
101.45 
96,00 
94.37 
96.16 
96.06 
94.16 
93.98 
93.39 
93.69 
93.50 
94.19 
94.10 
93.27 
92.97 
97.22 
98.52 
100.30 
95.78 
94.44 
95.39 
95.56 
95.11 
93.58 
97.59 
96.70 
95.31 
1 
i 
i 
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TolT22ie per cent sodiiya hydroxide® 
2* Chlorination v;ith chlorine gas at a constant rate of 100 cc. 
per minute for 15, SO and 60 minutes, 
3. Treatment with 1, 8 and 0> sodiiim sulfite. 
The exact pulping procedure is given in detail belov/» She re­
sults are tabulated in Tableland are shown graphically in ffigom 
The results for the pulping of the pith are tabulated in 
'iable V • The pulping of the pith was carried out in exactly 
the same manner as the pulping of the fibrous material except 
750 cc. caustic solution v/ere used for each 26 grans of tissue. 
This increase in volume of caustic is necessitated by the bulky 
nature of the pith, 
LABOH&TORY PROCEDUEB 
Tiventy-five gram samples were used, the smallest volume of 
sodium hydroxide of the indicated concentration sufficient to 
cover the sample was added (E50 cc. for the fibrous material 
750 cc. for the pith). The beaker was brought to boiling on an 
electric hot plate at a constant rate and held at the boiling 
temperature for thirty minutes, the volume being kept constant 
by the addition of water. The hot alkaline extract was filtered 
from the tissue by suction through a cloth filter, the tissue 
was washed until the washings came through colorless. An 
aliquot of the combined liquor and washings was taken for pen­
tosan determination by furfural distillation and another 
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aliquot was taken for the determination of total organic matter 
extracted from the stalky this analysis being made by evaporat-. 
ing the solution at 110 degrees and burning out the organic 
matter. 
The tissue efter wfjshing was transferred with 400 cc» of 
water and stirred until uniformly distributed. I'he tiseue wag 
then subjected to the action of chlorine gae for the indiqiited 
time, the rate of chlorin&tioa being controlled by a flowmeter 
delivering the gae stream, iifter chlorination, the litiuor was 
filtered off and the tissue washed until the washings were free 
from chlorine, iiliquots of the combined liquor sad washings 
were riin for pentosan and total. organic imtter removed from the 
stalk. 
The tissue was finally treated vdth SOO cc. of sodium sul­
fite solution of the indicated strength, the suspension brought 
to boiling and boiled for five minutes. The hot sodium sulfite 
extract v;as filtered off end the residue washed until the v;ash-
ings came through colorless. Aliquots of the eorabined liquor 
and washings were run for pentosan and total organic matter 
removed. 
The tissue resulting from these three treatments was 
bleached with perraenganate solution followed by sulfurous acid 
solution, dried in a vacuum oven at 60 degrees, and analyzed 
for ash, pentosan, lignin and a cellulose content. 
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Destruction of Pentosan by Cooking 
The total pentosan accounted for in no case cheeked the 
araount, approzimateiy 26f^, in the original tissue# Experiments 
in whibh pentosan, extracted from cornstalks v/ith 5f} sodi^wa 
hydroxide solution, was treated with caustic solution indicated 
a corresponding destruction, the destruction being greater the 
higher the concentration of caustic. The data are shown in 
'j?&ble VI • During the progress of this investigation, an article 
appeared by -aronovslky and Gortner^ which shows' similar results 
when wood is treated ?vith water alone. This destruction is 
possibly due to the dehydration of the pentosan material with 
the production of furfural. 
SlSCUSSIOi; OF HESULTS 
The quantity of organic mater removed by each of the three 
treatments indicated that the initial caustic treatment was the 
only variable which removed appreciable quantities of material, 
although the quantity of organic matter removed increased slight­
ly with increased time of chlorination as well as increased con­
centration of sodium sulfite. This result is in hermony with the 
work of Bitter^ which indicates that a short period of chlorina­
tion is sufficient to chlorinate all the exposed lignin. In 
the treatment of the pith as well as in the treatment of the 
1. Aronovsky and uortner, Ind. Kng. Chem., 22, 264 (1930). 
2. Bitter, Ind. Kng. Chem., 1^ 947 (1924). 
Table vi 
Destruction of Pentosan by Cooking 
Sample' 
No, , 
Treatment pentosan 
in 
sample 
Pentosan 
found after 
cook in 
gms. 
Pentosan 
Decomposed-
in gms. 
Per cent 
.Pentosan! 
Decomposed 
Qpnc. 
HaOH 
in % 
Vol. 
HaOH 
in CO 
•JPressure of 
cook in 
# / 
Time of 
cook in 
M^ns* 
l' "" *1.0 50 35 30 .3502 .3223 .0279 7,95 
2 2.6 50 35 30 .3500 .3147 .0353 10.10 
3 3,0 50 35 30 .3511 .2918 <0593 16.90 
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fibers an increase ia ctiustip concentration c&used a decrease 
in the yield of ptilp, cc- cellulose content, lignin content, and 
Pentosan content of the pulp and an increase in the organic mat­
ter removed* bee figures IV, V, VI,-VII. 
In the case of the fibers, the 2mO$> caustic treatment pro­
duced a good xvhite pulp vjhile the ImO'P and caustic treat­
ment produced a dark colored insufficiently treeted pulp. On 
testing intermediate coricentrations, it foiind that 1,2% 
caustic failed to give an entirely satisfactory pulp while 
caustic gave a satisfectory pulp. See tableVli This cal­
culated to be 12.5% sodium hydroxide on the weight of the dry 
fibers, i'he acttial dilution of the caustic solution has little 
effect for a pulp may be obtained frora as dilute a solution as 
caustic concentration when the ratio of dry fiber tissue 
to caustic solution is 1 to SO. 
In the case of the pith material, the £.0^, 1,0% and 0.5% 
caustic treatments all gave satisfactory pulps. On testing 
lower concentrations, it was found that a satisfactory pulp was 
obtained with O.S/S but not with 0.2^ caustic solution when SO 
cc. caustic solution v;er6 used per gram of msterial. See Table 
V • This calculated to be sodium hydroxide on the dry 
material. 
Ii^ig.V indicates that the lignin left in the pulp tends to 
approach a miniraum value vsith Increased caustic concentration, 
however, it is not completely removed. 
Fig.VC indicates that the cc-cellulose content when a good 
Table vil 
Effect of Caustic Concentration on Pulping Piberous Material 
• » [freame]; ' ' • ' " AWALXaXS Oi< LiaUORS total 
Cone* Vol. Chlori- Cono • Na( Chlorination Na«SO« cttmbust 
sample NaOH NaOH nation iNagSba :combust Combust 1 Combust ible P 
No» in cc. time in in ^  ible Pentosan ible 1 pentosan ibl© Pentosan matter R 
Mins. Residue Residue| Residue removed 
S3 ~0,25 250 30 2.0 5»82 0*41 
34 0*25 500 30 2.0 13*21 1.24 
35 0,25 1000 SO 2.0 20^50 3.68 
36 0.25 2OO0 30 2,0 24i60 4.34 • 
5 0.5 250 30 2^0 14.64 1.58 1.77 0.16 2.26 0,9?. 18.67 
29 0,5 500 SO 2.0 25.90 3*86 1.64 0.24 2.10 0.67 29.64 
30 0,5 750 .30 2.0 28.50 5.83 1.52 0.20 1.95 0,65 31.79 
59 0,5 1000 30 2.0 26.65 5.20 
14 1.0 250 30 2.0 24^75 3.61 1.60 0.34 2.30 0.69 28.65 
31 1.0 500 30 2.0 31.60 7.36 1.48 0.26 2^02 0.66 35.10 
32 i.o 750 SO 2.0 33^21 8.4U 1.43 0.19 1.80 0.64 36.44 
60 1.0 1000 30 2.0 28.10 9.25 
23 2.0 250 30 '2.0 30,20 7i53 1.46 0.28 1.78 0,60 33,44 
61 2.0 500 30 2.0 30.08 9.65 
62 2.0 1000 30 2.0 30.50 10.78 
CO CO 

Pablo VII 
3tlc Concentration on pulping Piberous Material 
ANALYSIS a>' LXTORS 
ChlorlnaMbn NaoSd^ 
Combust 
-mm 
combust 
ibie 
Residue 
pentosan 
GombustI 
Ible 
Residue I 
Pentosan Ible 
Residue 
Pentosan 
; Total 
ctimbust 
ible 
matter 
removed 
Tota.1 
Pentosan 
Removed 
Yield 
of 
Residue 
Analysis 
of Residue 
: Ash I Pentosan!Lignin 
a-cel 
lose 
5,82 0,41 83,5 26.10 23.10 55,4 
13,21 1.24 75.5 24,70 17.55 55,2 
20,50 3.68 65.8 20,56 13^07 48,5 
24^60 4.34 ' 62.0 18,52 7,19 45,6 
14.64 1.58 1.77 0,16 2,26 0,93. 18.67 2.49 66.5 0,26 18,41 10,79 «7,41 
25,90 3,86 1,64 0,24 2,10 0,67 29.64 4,77 60.5 0.26 18,02 4,59 43, 7( 
28.50 5.83 1,52 0.20 1.95 0,65 31.79 6.68 59.0 0,86 17.18 4.14 42 •4< 
26.65 5.20 58.4 17.81 3,33 40, 6( 
24.75 3.61 1.60 0,34 2.30 0,69 28,65 4,64 56,5 0,13 17,90 3,12 40,6( 
31.60 . 7.36 1.48 0.26 2i02 O066 35.10 8.28 57,4 0,26 16.53 3,96 40,8( 
33.21 8.4U 1.43 0.19 1.80 0„64 36.44 9.32 55,4 0,25 16.10 3.50 39.0^ 
28.10 9.25 54.5 16.08 2.23 38,8£ 30,20 7.53 1.46 0.28 1,78 0,60 33,44 8.33 51,8 0.15 14.39 2,16 38 •2( 
30.08 9.65 51.3 13.35 1.94 37. 9C 
80.50 10.78 a9;8 12.41 1,74 37,7( 
i 
I 
i 
I 'i ! it 1 i 
I ^ 
i 
i 
i 
1 
i 
I l! 
.  i  
Analysis 
of Residue a-cellu 
lose 
Combust 
ible 
matter + 
;yield of! 
Residue 
pentosan 
removed 
pentosan 
in 
Residue 
'l^otal 
solids 
; + HsO 
soluble 
material 
i 
Remarks 
Ash 1 Pentosan Llgnin 
26,10 23.10 55.4 Insufficiently Treated 
24,70 17.55 55.2 n 11 
20.56 13.07 48*5 If tt 
18,52 7.19 45.6 • • tt It 
k26 3.8.41 10*79 «7.45 85.17 20.90 94.37 n II 
0.26 18.02 4.59 43.70 90.14 22i79 99.34 It tt 
Ot26 17.18 4.14 42.40 90.97 23.86 100.17 Made fair Pulp 
17.81 3.33 40.60 Made good Pulp 
LI3 17.90 3.12 40,60 85a5 22.54 94J53§^^ Made poor Pulp -b«26 16.53 3.96 40.80 92.50 24.81 lO^i^ Made good Pulp 
p,25 16.10 3.50 39.07 91.84 25.42 101.04 Very good Pulp 
16.08 2.23 38.88 tt n ti 
p.15 14.39 2.16 38.20 85.24 22.72 94,44 II , i» ft 
13.35 1.94 37.90 II II n 
12.41 1.74 37.70 n It ft 
i 
i 
i 
i 
] 
1 
j 
i 
j 
1 
of Sfo'/A 
^ zeo 
F/oS £ /feet 
7 M M W 70 50 
rf/c S&seo'  ^ /7 We/p/?f of Sf <7 f  /C 
of Ca^sf/c or? IJp/7/j7 /^e/zrova/ 

Table VIII 
Effect of Pressvire on Pulping Fiberous Material 
- r treatment 
sample 
No. 
cone. 
WjaOH 
in cc 
Vol. 
NaOH 
in cc 
CHlori-
nation time 
in Mins. 
Gone. 
NSgSOg 
In i 
Pressure of: 
cook in 
#/ 
Yield 
of 
Residue 
Remarks 
5 "0.5 250 30 2.0 atm. 66,5 
m 0.5 250 30 2.0 15.0 65,8 Insufficiently Treated 
4,9 0.5 250 30 2.0 22.5 64,3 II « 
50 0.5 250 30 2.0 30,0 63,4 n n 
51 0.5 250 30 2.0 87,5 60,8 II ir 
14 1.0 250 30 2.0 atm. 56.6 
52. 1.0 250 30 2.0 15,0 56,0 Made fair pulp 
53 1.0 250 30 2.0 27.5 54,1 « 11 ti 
54 1.0 250 30 2,0 30,0 52,2 « n It 
55 1.0 250 30 2.0 37.5 51.5 Made jgood p\ilp 
23 S.O 250 30 2,0 atm. 51,8 
56 2,0 250 30 2,0 15,0 51,7 Very good pulp. 
57 2.0 250 30 2,0 22,5 50,9 II 11 H 
58 2,0 250 30 2.0 30.0 50,0 It It ti 
59 2.0 250 30 2.0 37.5 48.9 II ti II 
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pulp Is produced is frora S6 to 4Dp of the total stalk and that 
this value tejade to approach e. cojostent mininitua value* 
The effect of pressure upon pulping is shown in Table VHI and in 
Pig.VII, I'hese curves indicate that at low pressure the effect 
is ijmppreciable, however, as the pressure becomes greater the 
effect tends to incroaso,; 
SUMi^HY .-
'J?he comstallc cac be raechajaieally separated into s pith 
tissue and a fibrous tissue, yielding, esjl) fibrous and ZSfcf pith 
based on the weight of the original staia* 
In the de Vains process, when applied to the pulping of 
cornstalks, the initial caustic treatment is the only variable 
v;hich has any appreciable effect on the chemical composition of 
the pulp* 
Isolated pentosan material is destroyed by pulping process­
es, the destruction being greater the greater the caustic con­
centration of the cook. 
Ihe percentage of ^-cellulose as well as lignin in the 
pulp tends to approach a constant miniratira value, Hov^ever the 
removal of lignin is in no case complete* 
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PABT III 
THE OF iBi; UOfiSOTfUEKi'S OF THE COEIISTALK BY 
!DHE USK 0.P VOLATILE ALKALI 
I13!EE0DUCa?I0S 
During the process of converting plant tissues into 
cellulosic pulp^ about forty to fifty per cent of the original 
tissue is dissolved. In the alkali process, no SRtisfactory 
method of isolation of the dissolved eubstsaces has been found 
which will at the same time permit the recovery of the caustic, 
'fhe purpose of the following investigation is to provide a 
process which will reduce plant tissue to a cellulosic pulp, 
'vvhich Will permit the recovery of the caustic as well as the 
fermentation or other utilization of the hemi-celluloses re­
moved from the tissue and which will leave the lignin material 
in a form easily isolated. 
Pulping of Tissue 
The material used in these studies consisted of the fibrous 
tissue of the cornstalk as described on page 26• The fibrous 
tissue was used since it is so much more difficult to pulp than 
the pith tissu-e that any pulping process v/hich would pulp the 
fiber would also pulp the pith. 
The chemical treatment reported for the tissue consists 
esseiitislly of a modification of the de Vains process. The de 
Vains process consists of three distinct steps: 
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1. iPreliminersr treatment with diliite alkali to partiu-lly 
delignify the tissue. 
2« Chlorinatioii of the pulp from the alksli treatment to con­
vert the residual lignin into soluble compounds# 
S. Extraction of the chlorinated lignin with either sodium 
sulfite or caustic solutions. 
In this investigation the first step of the process has been 
modified so that a volatile alkali, such as ammonia, is used 
instead of a non-»vol&tile alkali, as KaOH, 
2he cornstalk tissue v/as used in the sir dry condition iii 
the ssme state as it came from the separator. The material had 
s moisture content of per cent on an ovca-dry basis of 
105®C. The dry tissue r&jr) 1.44 per cent ash. 
'J!he oat straw tissue w&s used in the air dry condition' • 
in the same state as it came from the bales, 3?he material had 
a moisture content of 6.80 per cent on an oven-dry basis of 
105^C. The dry tissue ran S.77 per cent ash. 
k specis.1 laboratory type of digestor was used for this 
investigation, k schematic diagram is shovvn in Figure ix. The 
fot?.r heat units de it possible to get practically any desired 
temperature since they could b® connected in series or in par­
allel,. and also cut out entirely v^hen necessary. The digestor 
i"«is lead lined in order that it might be used for sulfite cooks. 
When sulfite cooks were made, the iron head was replaced by a 
silver plated head. The lead lining also made it possible to 
get a tight joint at the top. 
/nsuJating Mafetia/ 
Lead lined J 
Iron Coyer S Hi/er Plated Co vet 
Table ix 
Pulping Cornstalk Fibers witli Ainmonia 
- Treatmeni t 
Analysis 
of Liquor 
Sample 
Ho. ' 
C-onc. 
jjraOt>. 
~~in % 
Vol, 
in CO! 
PreasTire 
in ^ / 
Temperature 
in «c« 
°C. 
Time of 
cook in; 
hoiirs 
Combust; 
ible 
Residue 
Pentosan in 
1 S8.5 1000 :.-iod 115 15 32.31 7.08 e 
2 28.5 1000 100 115 15 29.90 6.98 e 
3 28.5 1000 100 115 15 30.00 7,10 1 
4 28.5 1000 100 115 15 31.00 7.20 C 
5 28.5 1000 100 115 15 30550 7,18 C 
6 14.25 1000 100 145 15 2a. 71 6,91 £ 
7 14.25 1000 100 145 15 29.36 6.97 i 
8 14.25 1000 100 145 15 29.09 6.81 { 
9 14,25 1000 100 145 15 28,97 7,01 C 
10 14.25 1000 100 145 15 
14,25 1000 100 145 15 — .... 
11 14,25 1000 100 145 15 
14.25 1000 . 100 145 15 
de Valns 33.77 8,40 
de ^fedns 0m m — — — —  - - 33.44 8.33 
Table x 
Pulping Oat Straw with Airanonia 
1 
2 
3 
4 
28.5 
28,5 
28.5 
28.5 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
100 
100 
100 
100 
115 
115 
115 
115 
15 
15 
15 
15 
31.40 
32,10 
33,30 
32.90 
8.48 
8.21 
8152 
9.31 
28.5 4000 100 115 8 
.( 
28.5 4000 100 115 15 ' 
de "V^dns 
de Va3ns 
28.5 
ap —t — 
4000 100 115 15 
33.85 
34,92 
arnamm^m* 
9.21 
8.95 
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She data lor the digestion of cornstalk material vdth 
are given end compared with do faine cooks in Table ix» 
The data for the digestioia of oat straw with are 
given end compared v/ith oat straw coolcs by the de Vains process 
in Table X .. Ihis table also shows d&ta on the pulping of s 
few samples of wheat straw by the use of on & SGmi-^eoiaEiei--. 
cial scale in which 400 grcim ssjaples were used* This worfc was 
done in the Chemical Engineering laboratories. 
IuiBOE./rJ?OEY PrxOCEDUriE 
One huridi'ed gr&ia s£iniples v^ere used. The materis-l ft'ss 
placed in the digestor and the snsllest volume of aqueous 
sfiuaoi'iis. of the indic^ited concentriition sufficient to cover the 
saiaple was s.dded» This amounted to Jibout 1000 CC in all cs-ses# 
The digeetor head whs put in place and bolted doVi/n. The pressure 
in the digestor was slowly brought to 90# to llOff and held at 
this pressure for from 8 to 16 hours bj? use of the electric heat 
units* The pressure v^as decreased to some 15 to by letting 
the digestor cool. This preiisure v/as decreased to atmospheric 
by opeMng the blow off valve. This served to drtiin off prac­
tically iill the liquor from the digestor and the expansion serv­
ed to set free priictically all of the ajumonia, Vihat little 
amr.aonia was not set free by the expansion was easily removed by 
boiling the black liquor with the simultaneous passage of &ir 
through it. This gave a rauddy liquid containing a large amount 
of brown material in suspension. 
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The aigestor was nov/ opened, the pulp removed .vnd v/cshed 
well with water by filtering with the aid of suction, through s 
cloth filter. 
The tissue vms transferred to a l£bor&tor,v sized paper beat­
er and beaten until a good pulp was obtained. The time of beat­
ing varied with the concentration of the ammoniiiL and the duration 
of the cook. 
The tissue, efter beating, vs;as subjected to the action of 
chlorine gas for about 20 minutes or until the tissue lost the 
bros3n color &nd became & faint yellow. After chlorination, the 
litiuor was filtered off and the tissue washed until free from 
chlorine. 
The tissue was finally treated with enough E per cent 
sodium sulfite to make a heavy suspension. This was slowly 
brought to a boil and boiled for five minutes. The hot sodium 
sulfite extract was filtered off and the residue washed until 
the vfashings came through colorless* 
The tissue resulting from these treatments was bleached 
with permanganate solution followed by sulfurous acid solution. 
A portion was dried in a vacuum oven at 600C. and analyzed for 
aah,^ pentosan, lignin and cellulose content, ilnother portion 
v;as made into paper. This paper was of such a quality as to 
compare with any of the de fains process or soda process paper. 
ittempts to Utilize Waste Liquors 
It is toown that pentosan material extracted from corn­
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stalks by 5 per cent KaOH is very rapidly attacked by therrao-
pMlio organisms, also that the fligestoi' liq.uors from ammonia 
pulping cofitain about E5 por cent pentosan on the b&sls of 
total solids- It should, therefore, be possible to ferment the 
pentosan material of this liq,uor by the use of thenaophilic 
organisms, leaving, a pure lignin* Accordingls"^ the liq.uor from 
the ammonia digestion, after removal of the excess ammonia by 
evaporation, was made into a fermentation medium composed of 10 
grams peptone^ 1 gram K^EPO^, GO.S gram Caeo.jj, a quantity of con-
centrated digestor liquor equivalent to 35 grams of solids, and 
1000 GO of water. After sterilization, this medium was inoculat­
ed with thermophilic type bacteria and incubated at 6l0C, 
Olhe results of this investigation were of no practical value 
since the material was not fittacted by the thermophilic organisms 
to any noticeable extent. Since no fermentation toos; placo> 
there must have been something in the digestor liquor which was 
toslc to the organisms or the pentosan must have been different* 
By separation and purification of a quantity of pentosan from 
the digestor liquor by the process described on page 17and com­
paring with the pentosan from the 5 per cent liaOH extraction of 
stalks, it was found that the two were identical in both chem­
ical and biochemical properties# I'horeforo the substance pro­
hibiting fermentation of the digestor liquor must be the lignin 
or some other material in the liquor which is removed when the 
pentosEin is separated and purified. 
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v^hen the digestor liquor ie evaporeted to dryness, a 
dark brittle residue is fornefi which can be ground to s. fine 
powder» By mixing this material with phenol in the ratio of 2 
to 1 or 80 grams of residue v;lth 10 graras, of phenol and adding 
a small amount of concentrated H&l, about 1 c«c., then placing 
this material in a glass tube and sealing off and heating tlie 
tube at 100°C, for four hours, a black tough plastic m&terial is 
forraed. 'J)he estplanation for this inay be diie to the fact that 
during the heating, the pentosan nttiterial is dehydrated by the 
HGl to furfural which condenses with the phenol to form a plastic, 
also the lignin n»terial condenses with the phenol to form a 
black plastic called phenollignin. 
DISCUSai® OF EESULirS 
Prom the results of Sable K and a comparison of the paper 
shown on page 51 , it is seen that a paper pulp of very good 
qualits: may be obtained from cornstalk laateriel by a raodificatiOB 
of the de Vains process in which the iiaOH is replaced by a 
volatile alkali, such as MyOH# When eommeroif-1 concentratod 
BHvOH is us6 i a good pulp is obtained v;ith one cook v^hile v;hen a 
cook liquors of one part concentrated EHyOE to one part EJ) Is 
used it is necessars' to give the material tv.o cooks before a good 
pulp is obtained. The solid material obtaineS by the evaporation 
of the digestor liquor contains about 25 per cent pentosan, the 
remainder is considereo to be lignin. She content in samples 
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Samples of Cornstalk Paper made by 
iUinnonia process 
de Vains process 
52 
Samples of Oat Straw Paper made by 
janunonia process 
. 
de Vains process 
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1 &iid 2 is seec to be about 6«6 per cent vihile in sample o it is 
only 2 per cent and in sejia^le 4 and 5 the content is about 
0.5 per cent« ihis diflerenee is due to the fact that in the 
samples 1 end 2 the liquor was evaporated without the passage of 
air through it, while air Kae passed through sample S as it was 
evs-poriited* 'xhe cohteiat of s&iiiples 4 and & is lOvV, due wO 
the fact th&t a small amount of BsOH was added to the liquor 
before evaporation libereting the KH3 from its salts. Air was 
also passed through the liquor during the evaporation. 3)his 
indicates that the can be aljnost quantitatively recovered. 
l'h<? yield of cellulosic pulp by this process is somewhat higher 
than it is in the case of the de Vains process. 2he analysis 
of the pulp, indicates that the cellulose content of the two are 
about the same, while the pentosan content is someiBhat higher in 
the caee of the ammonia pulp. 
Sable X and the sangoles of paper on page 52 indicate that 
a very good cellulose pulp may be obtained loy the use of aranonia 
as a pulping agent v;(hen applied to oat strav^o I'he jield of 
pulp is higher by the use of HH^OH then by the use of KaOH. The 
reason for this higher yield is possibly due to the fact that 
the action of EaOH. vhieh is known to destroy and weaken a portion 
of the cellulose in the production of pulp by its uoe. 
Attempts to ferment the residue left after evaporation of 
the digestor liquor have prove-- imsuccessful by the uee of 
thermophilic organisms, 'ihie is possibly ctue to the fact that 
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the ligniiis in the residue, which are phenolic type bodies, may 
act as a poison to the organism, or there might be some other 
constituent in the liquor v^hich is toxic to the organisms-
It has been shov/n that a plastic may be obtained by treating 
the dry residue v/ith phenol caad HCl at 100°C. for several hours. 
(Dhe formation of this plastic is probably due to the generally 
accepted explanation of the foriration of a phenollignin and also 
-due to the ^ situ formation of a phenol furfural condensation 
product, since at a high temperature the HCl would attack the 
pentosan tending to dehydrate it to furfural. Shis furfural 
then reacts wit^h the phenol to form a plastic. 
SUMMAEY 
A process is described by which ligno-cellnloses may be 
pulped by the use of a volatile alkali, such as MHyOE. 
Attempts to ferment the digestor liquors from ammonia 
pulping have been unsuccessful. 
The residue from ammonia pulping may be made into a 
plastic material by the addition of phenol and processing for 
the production of such charscteristio condensation products. 
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BABS IV 
DSCOiiPOSI-rlOK OF TH?: COHIlSTi^.LK 'TlSSnsC BY TfiS 
USE OF THEmiOirHILIC BACTEBIA 
IKTEODUOTIOB 
It has been known for sometime that certain bactei'ia 
fettack i:e ilQloee and pentosans dccomposins them into soluble 
products; it is also stated in the liter&txire that diiring this 
fermentation any lignin \vhich might be ri'esent is unattaeked^# 
13?he thermophilic type organisms attack oellulose more rapidly^ 
than any of the other organisms, She products of the thermophi­
lic fermentation of cellulose are principally aoetic and formie 
acids®. Since it is possible, (i^o'commerciall^' prepare acetic and 
formici acids from cellulose by the thermophilic fermentation, it 
should be possible vto-^conanerciai^ utilize corn?talks and other 
cellulosie waste materials bj/ fermenting them into valuable acids 
and other products* Due to the fact that during these fermenta­
tions the lignin is presumably unattacked it should be poseible 
to prepare a ptire lignin by this process. The purpose of the 
follov/ing investigation was- to comrnercially, f'ermenV the cellu­
lose and pentosan materials of the cornstalk into valuable 
products as well as to prepare a lignin materiel more nearly 
the natural product than can be prepared by any of the chemical 
1«, Lyran and langwell, J. Soc. Chenu ^nd. 4g. 260'i', (192S) 
2« Pringsheim, Physiol* Chem. 78. S66 Tl922), 
S* Pringsheim, Centr. Bakt. rai'asitenk, II, j'^-bt. 58. 610 (1913). 
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processes. 
HISfOKICAL BEVmi 
Cellulose Permentation 
That cellulose is decomposed by thermophilic organisms 
v/Bs first noted by Macfayden and Blascall^ in 1899, These in­
vestigators inoculated a medium containing broth, nutriet salts 
and swedieh filter paper with manurej and noticed the production 
of acetic and formic acids at 55 to 65®C« !Dhey attributed the 
production of the acids to a symbiotic action of unloiowG species 
of bacteria, since they failed to isolate a pure culture which 
would produce the characteristic fermentation* They found the 
optirauin tefaperature to be from 55 to 66®0, but that fermentation 
would take place as low as 
Pringsheim^ in 191E^ classified the cellulose fermenting 
bacteria into four groups: 
Oroup Products of S'ermentation 
1, Methane bacteria,, .Cir^, COp_«Dd lov/er fatty acids to butyric 
acid. 
2* Hydrogen bacteria,., E^, Co^, ahd lower fatty acids to but­
yric acids. 
S. IPhermophilic bacteria.,.CH^, Cpa,, formic and acetic acids. 
4. I>enitrifying bacteria,o. s.nd 00^.. 
1. Jioacfayden and Blaxall,. {l?rans. Jenner. Inst. 11^ (1899), 182. 
2. Pringsheiia, 2. Physiol. Chera. 78. 266, (1912) 
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he vviis able to shovi; that, e.11 the cellulose fermenting 
organisms produced an enzyme which hydroliKed the cellulose to 
cellobiose as lyell as en enzyme which hydrolized the cellobiose 
to glucose. She cellobiose producing enzyme was active at low 
temperatures while the glucose producing enzyme v;e.8 more active 
at higher teniperetures, 
Eelleman and ilcBeth^ (1912} described three organisms 
capable of feriaenting cellulose, and in addition, reported is­
olating 11 other cellulose destroying species, one of vihich was 
thermophilic. 
iilroulifc^ fermented cellulose at 60 to 65° by using fecal 
laatorial from ruminants as inooulum; Yellow flakes appeared on 
the filter paper, which was used as a medium, in two or three 
days. Soon the entire surface of the paper turned yellow, many 
bubbles arose, and the fermentation proceeded rapidly. 12 to 18 
hotirs after the appearance of the yellow flakes, the paper became 
full of holes, the solution became turbid, and finally the paper 
was changed to a yellow gelatinoiss mass. It was found that small 
amounts of iron salts (Fecla) were very good catalysts, however, 
large concentrations of these materials were destructive to the 
organisms. 
All attempts to isolate a pure culture of a thermophilic 
cellulose fermenting organism were fruitless. However, it was 
possible to isolate the same tv;o different aerobic bacilli from 
1. Kelleman and McBeth, Centr. Bakt. Parasitenk, II, Abt. S4,485, 
(1912) . — 
2. JCroulik, Centr. Bakt. Parasitenk, £29, (1912) 
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each of the fermentatioDS* 
3?he products from the aerobic fermfntations were; 09^, 
small amounts of hydrogen, acetic ecid, and anall amounts of 
formic and butyric acid. About 70% of the cellulose was fer-
mentea in the aerobic cultures. The anaerobic fermentation 
gave CO^ , hydrogen, and some H^S (likely from the reauction of 
sulphates}* ifethane \v&& not produced* Coisplete fcnnentatioii, 
90% or more, took: place in the anaerobic cultures. Kroulik did 
not identify the acids produced during the anaerobic fermentation. 
itmgsheim^ confirmed Kroulik's results, end in addition, 
quantitatively measured fthe end products. He was able to re­
cover about 45% of the decomposed cellnlose as fatty acids* 
About 18^ of this acid material was identified ac formic acid, 
the remainder being acetic, i'he other products of the ferraeata-
tiori Vv'ere: traces of lactic acid. He v/as unable to 
show the presence of methane. Bringsheim was unable to isolate 
a pure culture of the thermophilic fermenting organisms. 
Fowler and Sansfci (1920) suggested the use of fermentation 
gaees from cellulose as a fuel, 'fhe fermentation was- found to 
be most active ,vith hemicellulose, lees active v/ith lignocellulose 
and least with pure celliilose. Septic tank sludge was usefi as 
inoculum. Theflneness of the cellulose has a great effect upon 
the rate of fermentation, the best results being obtained 
1. Pringsheim, Gcntr. Bakt. Parasitenk, II Abt., 51S (191S) 
2. bowler and Ganski, Indian Inst. Sci., S, pt. 4, S9. (1920) 
See 0,1, 2^, S720, (1921) "" 
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from fi pulp, '-I'he r-rte of feyme?-»-fc;.t.ion was greatly.accelerated 
by removal of the acid products as fast as foraied by neutraliza­
tion o The gasfeous products of the fermentation v/ere foiind to be 
&X^ CH^ and the remainder being COa.* -Acetic sctd was 
the principal acid formed. She optimum temperature of this fer­
mentation was SO®. 
Tiynn and Jiangwell^ (1923) found a bacillus which would 
attack any kind of cellulose under either aerobic or anaerobic 
conditions* However, these organisms attacked ligno-and cuto-
cellulosQS quite slowly unless they ivere first hydrolized. The 
organism is procured from steaming stable manure, and is a ther­
mophilic, its optimujn being 60° to 68®C^ They found tv^o types 
of organisms present* Hov/ever after isolation neither of the 
organisms retained; their celluloee fermenting power* The prod­
ucts of the fermentation were aoGtic< butyric and lactic acid» 
ethyl alcohol, 00^.^ hydrogen, and CH^. The percentage of these 
compounds varies v/ith the material fermented as well as the 
conditions* To ferment lignocelluloses, the material must first 
be treated to remove the lignin as by a pulping process# Lang^veU 
has covered all phases of this process by patents, in vjhich he 
states, ,among other things, that the alcohol content may be in­
creased by a complete aerobiosis while under complete anaerobiosis, 
1« Xynn and langwell, S, Soc. Chem» Ind«, 42^ 280T- (1923) 
2a langwell* Patent 1,442,861, Jan SO, (192S) 
U.S. Patent 1,639,671, Aug, 16, (1927) 
U.S, Patent 1,602,S06, Oct. 5, (1926) 
Suraerous British and Ganadiaa Patents. 
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tiie per cent of alcohol is decidedly decreased with a material 
Increase in acetic acid content. His patents claims the process 
of dietilling off the alcohol as ^ast as formed by placing the 
fermentation tanks ruader a vacutun which would cause the alcohol 
to flietill at 60®C« le also states that the rate of fermentation 
as well as the degree of fermentation is materially increased by 
fine grinding of the cellulosic material to be fermented* He has 
patented the pH range from pH 9 to :pH 5» 
Madame EJiouvine^ fl9E3) isolated a cellulose destroying or­
ganism from human feces to vshich she gave the name Bacillus 
< '• • 
cellulose diseolvens# (Dhis organism fermented ceilulose at tem­
peratures from S5 to 51°j more rapid fermentation taking place at 
the higher temperature. She found that the rate of decomposition 
of cellulose by this organism was increased five fold when it tvas 
asjsociated v;ith other organisras. 5?he main products of the fer­
mentation Were acetic acid, eiihyl alcohol» 00^., and a small 
amount of butyric acid. 
Vil^oen, Fred and Peterson^ (1926) report the isolation 
of a pure culture of a ther»nophilic cellulose fermenting organism. 
They state that organic nitrogen is necessary for its growth, 
peptone being the best. The products from this fermentation are 
acetic end butyric acids, ethyl alcohol, CO^ and hydrogen. It 
was not possible to show the presence of meti.ane, About 70 to 95% 
of the cellulose was fermented with 50 to 6O5u.being recovered, as 
1. Khouvine, Ann. Inst. Pasteur, 37. 711, {192S) 
2. Yiljoen, Fred and Peterson, J. Agri. Sci., 16. 1, {1926} 
See also Abst. Bact. 0, 11. (1924) 
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acetic acid, 5 to .25% as ethyl aleoiiol and the rest as butyric 
aeid, COji. and Its optimum temperature wae found to be 65®. 
It was found that the alcohol content reached a raaiimum at the 
end of S d&ys, then began to decrease and was practically zero 
at the end of 7 days. lUhe amount of butyric acid produced "was 
about 6a8S per cent of the total volatile acids*. 
Coolhaas^ has made an extensive study of the thermophilic 
orgaoisas. He found that the salts of the fatty acids were 
changed into laethane and by this fermentation. Especially 
was it active towards the salts of acetic and formic acids» caus­
ing quantitative fermentation of them. In his work with the acticsn 
of the thermophilic organisms upon cellulose he used filter paper 
as a source of cellulose and mud and fecal material as sources of 
his organisms# He found that when the fermentation was first 
started large quantities of 00^. and but practically no 
hydrogen was given off. However, as the organism v/as transferred 
to new medium the methane fermentation Wi'S lost* I'he fhird 
N 
transfer still gave methane rahile the fourth transfer g&ve no­
thing but COa_ and Ha. Coolhaas interprets tliis as a purification 
of the cultiire# He states that the true thermophilic feriucnt&tion 
is a hydroi,en ferriientatiori, the methane -the 
beginning by contamirfestifig; feint's %• 
overgrovrbh. As evidence of this he cites the f acT/S Uiiu-* "wJcS" 
1» Coolhass, Centr* Bakt. Parasitenk., II, Abt. 75, 161, (1928) 
2. Coolhaas, Centr. Bakt. Parasitenk., II, -Abt. 76f S8, {1928) 
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beginning, the products of the feraentation &re principa-lly COa_ 
and methfine, v,ath only Bmall emoiintB of acids, there being no 
formic acids» but ae the fermentation becomes older, the 
production of formic acid increases considerably -.'hile the 
production of methane ceases entirely* Since the salts of 
formic &nd acetic acids are quantitatively fermented to methane 
and COj. , the presence of these acids in the products would 
mean that the methane fermentator had been destroyed. Coolhaas 
isolated pure cultures of the organism but after isolation the 
organism lost its power to ferment cellulose# 
Pentosan, end lignin i'ermentations 
I'he ferrasntation of pentosan with, a pur© culture, lilce 
the fermentation of cellulose, seems to be a rather difficult 
procedure, Schmidt, Peterson and Fred^ have been able to ferment 
this material quite successfully v;ith p'Sre culture of molds but 
not with bacteria. Hovever, the hydrolysis products of this 
material, xylose and arabinose, are quite easily fermented, as 
2 S has been shown bj; S'red, Peterson and Anderson , Burkey and 
others. 2he principal products of these fermentations are 
acetic and lactic acids in a 1 to 1 ratio. 3?h€ orgonisms used 
v/ere not thermophilic. Patrick"^ has been able to get slow 
fermentation of xylan with pure cultures isolated from soil and 
various other sources. 
1. Schmidt, Peterson and Fred, Soil Sci., ^ 
S» Fred, Peterson and Anderson, J. Biol. Chem., 48, S85 tl921J. 
3. Burkey, Iowa State College, J. Sci. S, ^ 
4. Patrick, M.S. Thesis, Iowa State College Library (1929). 
(In manuscript) 
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Idgnin, until ouite recently has been clessed as a compound 
ihich could not be fermented, Schrader^ (19S1) makes the state­
ment that in a series of fermentation experiments the lignin 
showed no trace of fermentation, . hile all the other materials, 
cellulose, etc* fermented# 
jTirgeheira and jfuchs^ studied the fermentation of ammoniuji 
lignate, containing some 5.35^ pentosan* This material was 
made by treating sawdust ith 5^ flaOH, filtering off the liquor 
and then precipitating the lignic acid with HGl. iPhis v^ae mad© 
into the anraonium salt# Inoculation of a medium made from this 
arterial v/ith soil and incubation at 37®C caused a slight amount 
of gas to be produced the first day, Ihe material xvae incubated 
8 days. By making repeated transfers the impurities of the 
soil were reduced to a minimum, 3?ho lignic acid remaining after 
feimentation v;&i: obtained by precipitation i^lth HCl 60^ of the 
original was obtained. Analysis of this indicated that all the 
pentosan had been fermented and that the lignic acid had become 
more soluble in alcohol as well as having a higher carbon content# 
I'he original contained 6£,02^ carbon while the fermentation 
product contained 65.76% carbon, 
Viaksman and I'enney® report that during the decraiposition of 
plant material in the soil the substances decompose in the follow-
1, Schrader, Chem# 2entr,, III. 1649, (l92S), 
2, Fringsheim and Fuchs, Ber, 56B. 2095 (1922) 
2, Waksman and Termey, Soil Sci., 24. S17, (1924) 
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ing order: soluble organic raatter, pentosan, and oslluloee. 
The lignins are very resistant to decomposition and these 
together with microbial nitrogen con5>3.eses are inportant con­
stituents of humus# 
fiogozinski and Starzewsfca^ report that lignin prepared by 
the Bechmann method was not digested to any noticeable e^ctent 
by ruminants. The ruminant used was sheep# 
Falck and Haag^ report that woods are attached by certain 
white rot fungi leavir3g a white residue in which is thought to 
be cellulose, the lignin haveing been decomposed. 
g 
Fisher and Lieshe report that in the natural decompositioja 
of plants the lignin compoiient tfends to incrcaee^ duo to ite 
stability and to the removal of the other constituents* 
Boruff and Buswell^ (l9B9) have reported a process by 
which oellulose and cellulosic materials are fermented by a 
sewage inoculation. They state that the cellulose and probably 
the iientosan material is ferraonted to COo and CH, in a 1 to 1 4 
ratio or 
( c .  0 ,1  -^3  CO,  +3C/4  
In the case of cornstalk material about 35 to 50^^ of the 
stalk is ferment eel. The pith and fine fiber being fermented 
1* Eogozinski and Starzewska, ^hera. Abst» 22. 0012, (1929) 
2. Falcfc end ifeag, Ber. 225, (1927). 
3. Fiaher and •i'ieshe, Bioehem. Z,, 203, S51, (1920). 
4» Boruff and Buswell, Irid. Eng. Chem; 21. 1181, (1929). 
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first with the long fiber and outer shell left behind. 3?hey 
do not state what the acid productb are, if any. The fibrous 
naterial which is unfermented may be used for the preparation 
of paper and pulp# There no data given on the change of 
composition of the material but it is thought that only the 
celltilose and pentosans are fermented^ thereby leaving the 
lignin# 
very interesting piece of v;ork from an industrial stands 
point is that of Beekman in v/hich he uses thermophilic organisms, 
Baolllus delbrueckla. obtained from brevs'er 's malt, for the purpose 
of decompOEing the protein and cellulose v;alls around the fat 
cells in the cocoanut. The oil thus liberated comes to the top 
and may be filtered or elciniraed off. He states that the product 
of fenaentation froni the cellulosc is lactic snd that the proteins 
are hydrolized to smino acids. 
g 
Falck' in a study of the decomposition of straw reports 
that by thermophilic fermentation the lignin is not decomposed 
but that by a nitrate and humic foxing bacterial action is 
somev/hat similar to the action of fungi• 
Tenney and v^aksman® report that in the decomposition of 
organic matter.in soil, the lignins are more resistant to de­
composition and tend, therefore, to aecumiaate. Howeverunder 
aerobic conditions, there is a decided reduction in the total 
^4303 
la, Beekman, Ind. Bng. Chera., 117, — 
2. Falck, Cellulose Ohemie, 9, 1, (1928). ^ 
Sm 'Xenney and Viaksman, Soil Jsci., 28. 55, 119*^9 
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liguin oontenlj, in6ic.*^"bing tiat, Blthough It is a1;taeked less 
readily than the cellulose and pentosan, its resistance to decom­
position is only relative. 
0?he products of the fermentations of lignin were not given 
in any of the above studies# 
EXPEHIMEHM 
The material lused for this investigation consisted of 
cornstalfcs ground in a V^iiey mill to pass a IB mesh screen. mo« 
chanically separated cornstalk pith approximately 12 meeh, 
mechanically separated cornstalk fibers grotmd to pass a 12 laesh 
screen, mechanically separated fibers grormd in a colloid mill^ 
and mechanically separated fibers ground in a ball mill to pass a 
100 mesh screen^ These materials vvere all used in the aijc dry 
eon flit ion# 
The medium employed consisted of 25 grams of cornstalk 
EBterial, 1 gram 10 grams (Bacto) peptone, and 0#2 gram 
CaCl,. in a liter of tap vyater# This medium vvas sterilized at 
EO pounds pressure for ^ minutes, in order to insure the 
destruction of any contaminating thermophilic spores. 
The organism's were obtained by inoculating flasks of the 
medium vdth goat f eces^» incubating for 24 to 48 hours, at a 
constant temperature of 61®C,. then transferring to a second 
flask and again incubating lor the same period. After the 
1^ Carter, M.S. Thesis, Iowa State College Mbrary (1929). 
(In manuscript) 
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third transfer^ no organisms other than the tvo tehich are 
characteristic of this fermentation were present. 2he eulturss 
were then propagated b y making transfers from actively feraenting 
medima# 
'i?he method of procedure wasj essentially to prepare flasks 
of sterile nedium, adjust the pE to 8*B to 9»0 or just alkaline 
to phenolphthaleifl» inoculate with 50 ec. of the inootiliam and 
incubate at 61®C. The acid proceed was neutralised daily -.vith 
1 B, KOH by ad justing the pH to 8«6 to 9»0« 3}he fermentation 
was Quite active for from 5 to 10 days, after which the niediuin 
became very dark in color and ceased to produce acid and gas^ 
Shis was taken as a criterion of complete fermentation. The 
contents of the flasks were filtered, using closely vioven cloth 
as a filter raedinm, and the residue washed with water. 
She residue ivae dried in a vacuum oven at 60®C and weighed. 
I'he loss in weight wag: taken as a criterion of the amount of 
material fermented, ii^his dry residue vrns ground in a Wiley mill 
to pass a 60 mesh screen and usred for pentosan and lignin analyses. 
The lignin was determined by the cold 7£ per cent salfuric acid 
method^ and the pentosan was determined by the 12 per cent ECl 
2 distillation method. 
3Jhe filtrate from above wae steam distilled for the recovery 
of any alcohols or other neutral volatile products -which might 
E*. Soh%r|lr\ Chemistry of Cellulose and vfood," p. BS4. MoGraiv-
Eill Book Co. (1926)« 
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have been formed daring the ferraentatioo. Qualitative orgaoie 
anai37Bi8 of this diBtillation indicated the pfissence of drily 
smll amounts of ethyl alcohol. 
The residue from this diatination was made strongly acid 
with and again steam distilled, The distillate was sti-ongly 
acid and had the odor of abstic acid; the odor of batyric acid 
coTild not be detected* a}his distillate was titrated with stand­
ard HaOH* Qualitiative analysis of this acid distillate indicated 
the pressure of only acetic and formic acids# 
The residue from this second distillation was extracted with 
ether and the ether evaporated* i very small amount of an oily 
aeifi. sufeistanee^ss left* 5hiB was most probabls^ lactic acid 
since Bringstoim^ reports that traces of this acid are formed in 
the thermophilic cellolose feriaentation* 
During t^e preparation of the culture it was observed that 
as the fermentation became older tiie amount of acid producedv 
based upon the amount of material fermented, became greater and 
that the time of ferraehtation was dseidely decreased* The data 
is given in TablexLand shown in Fig^x * -^11 values in the arable 
are averages of at least 2 samples. The material ^^sed 
study was cornstalk pith material only, lo gas analyses were 
made during this investigation. 
The results of investigation to determine the effect of the 
degree of subdivision of the tissue on the fermentation are shov;n 
in Table Xli Gas analyses made at this time indicated only GOj^ 
and as gasious products of the fermentation* 
1. Pringsheim, Centr* Bakt* Parasitent II abt* 513, (1913) 
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The results of attempted.complete fermentation of the corn­
stalk tissue are shov/n in 2able xmand Fig# XI. In this part of 
the investigation the material used consisted of raechanicalljr 
separated cornstalk pith only® iifter the first fermentation the 
small fibers which had gone through the separator appeared in much 
greater prominence than before* isfter the second fermentation 
the pith cells v;ere in the minority and in order to get th© fer­
mentation to proceed with any degree of rapidity the third time 
it was necessary to grind the fibrous residue* 
DlSCUSSIOf^ OF RESULTS 
S'rom $ablexiand Fig«X it is seen that the amount of acid 
produced from a given amount of fermented material is greatly 
increased as the culture becomes older# Also the time of fer** 
mentation is decreased by about half# !Phese results might 
possibly be explained, according to the work of Coolhaas^^. by 
the fact that in the original inoculum there are present, bact­
eria which cause a methane fermentation of acetic and fomic 
acid salts. These bacteria would tend to destroy these acids 
and therefore cut down the shield of acids and also increase the 
time of fermentation, for it is quite apparent that the fermen­
tation does not cease until the concentration of salts reach a 
certain limit or the available food supply is used up. 
1. Coolhaas, Centra Bakt. Parasitenk II Abt*, 76» 38, (1988) 
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r/(). // AmouNf of Cornstalk 
r°fomented by Repeated Cementations 
Percent of Driqino! nateria/ f^ermented 
TABLE XIII 
Atteii5)ts to Completely Ferment Cornstalks Material 
No, of 
tinB s 
Fermented 
Original 
tissue 
Dry weight 
material 
used in gizis 
Duration 
of fermen­
tation in 
days 
Total Vol. 
in KOH 
used to 
Neutralize 
aoid 
•produced 
gms. aoid 
produced 
calculated 
as acetic 
Material 
unfennent-
ed in @iis. 
Material 
femented 
in gms. 
Per cent of 
feimented 
material 
accounted 
for as aoids 
Per ce 
origi 
mater' 
acco 
for 
1 46,9 5 265 15.9 26.9 20,0 79.5 
2 26.9 5 4S 2.6 21.0 5.9 44.1 
t 3 21.0 5 75 4,5 15.0 6.0 75.0 
1 23.45 5 100 6.0 16.0 7.45 80.5 
2 16.0 5 140 8.4 5.7 10.3 81.5 

TABLE XIII 
kpletely Feiraent Cornstalks Material 
Material 
xanfeiment" 
ed in 0ns. 
Material 
fermented 
in sms. 
Per cent of 
feimented 
material 
accounted 
for as acids 
Per cent of 
original 
material 
accounted 
for as acids 
Per cent of 
original 
ipaterial 
fermented 
Analysis 
Acid Disi 
3 of 
billate 
AnalysJ 
of Reeic 
LB 
Lue 
Formic 
Acid in io 
Acetic 
Acid in 
liignin 
Cold 7E5S 
: SO Method; 
in ^ 
Pentosan 
in ^ 
20.2 nvi 
26.9 20.0 79.5 33.9 42.7 13.8 86,2 24,2 15.2 
Sl.O 5.9 44:.1 9*6 55.2 12.1 87.9 26.8 13.1 
15.0 6,0 75.0 21.4 68.1 14.4 85.6 33.2 10.8 
16.0 7.45 80.5 25.6 31.7 14.1 85.9 18.03 10.53 
5.7 10.3 81.5 - 52.5 75.6 13,7 86.3 38«2e 11.57 
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3?iie data laould indicate that the .-nethsne ;:prodtieiiig organisias 
were lost betv;e©n the third and fourth transfer. ®his is in har­
mony with Coolhaas^ restate which icdicate that the methane pro­
ducer is destroyed at atout this period® He explains the destruc­
tion of the methane producing organism as due to overgrowth by the 
hydrogen producing organiaas. 
The percentage of acid prodifced from a given amount of fer­
mented material reaches a n^xiniura of about 80 per cent after the 
fourth transfer and continues constant thereafter* This is some-
ivhat of a contradiction to the work of Fredj Peterson and Vil^oenSi' 
which indicates that the ferinentation becomee less active ivith ago» 
The percentage of forrnic acid in the acid distilli3-te increases with 
the number of transfers up to the fourth in which it reaches a 
maximum of about 14 per cent and remains approximately constant 
thereafter# 
The data of Tablexnindicete' that as the degree of sub­
division is increased^ the emovxit of acid produced and the rate 
of fermentation is increased# Shis is in harmony with the results 
of Fowler and Ganski® v;hich indicate that, in the production of 
gases from cellulosic material,^ the finer the material, the more 
rapid the fencentstion• Shis is probably due entirely to a sur­
face phenomenon, that is, the greater exposed surface the greater 
1« Coolhaas, Centr. Bakt# Parasitenk II Abt* 76> 58, (19^8) 
Fred(^ Peterson and Vil;jpftn, Agrl» Sci4v 
S. Fov/ler and Ganski, cJ, Indian Inst* Sci*, 3, 
See Chem. Abt, 13». g-f-^20' imij' , " ' , 
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the activity of the fermentation* 
(Phis table also indicates that of the three niaterisls, the 
pith, the fiber and the total stalk of the cornstalk, the pith 
material is most rapidly fermented, the total stalk next and the 
fiber most slowly of all, IDhe reason for this is undoubtedly due 
to the light and porous nature of the pith with the accompanying 
large surface exposure in comparison to the fibers. After the 
feraentation of the total stalk it is rather difficult to dis­
tinguish the pith cells while the fibrous cells are present in a 
seemingly undiminished quantity. If this was true, the thermophilic 
fermentation ^vould be a very good means of separating the pith 
from the fibers of the cornstalk. This is somewMt in harmony with 
the results obtained by Kusv/ell^ during the fermentation of the 
cornstalk at lower temperatures. 
It is also shown by this table that cornstalk pehtosan is 
very rapidly attacked by the theiraophilic organism. 
Sablexniand Fig XI indicate that cornstalk material may be 
fermented conqpletely or practically so. The; only reQ.uisite is 
the removal of the salts, so that the concentration does not be­
come too high and the disintegration of the material to be fer­
mented to such a degree that a relatively large surface is exposed. 
From the data on the analysis of residue of each Table, it 
may be seen thet the composition of the material left after fer­
mentation, except in two cases in TableMi; is not materially 
changed from the original tissue in regard to lignin content. 
1. Buruff and Busvvell, Ind. Eng. Chem. £1. 1181^ (1929) 
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'IMS would certainly indicate that the ligoin has been used in the 
fermentation or has been chsnged to a soluble mterial. In the two 
cases to ajableXHJ where the lignin content rise considerably above 
the normal, it need only be remembered that in one case 68.1 per cent 
of the original material has been decomposed while in the other» 
75,6 per cent has been d©c<»nposed* therefore if no lignxn had been 
fermented, the lignin •vs.liies shonld be 6S«4 per cent and BE«8 per 
cent respectiTely, which are much higher than the values found# 
3!his is in harmony Vi?ith the results reported by Viaksinan^ in his 
work on plant decoiapositiori in the soil, which indicate that 
although lignin is somewhat more resistant to fermentation than the 
cellulose and pentosem bodies, its resistance to forraontation is 
only relative. 
As would bo ©scpected from the results of the investigation 
with cornstalk pentosan as shown in I'able vi, the pentosan mater­
ial in the stalk is very rapidly fermented, but tends to reach 
a constant minimum value. This result is in harmony with that 
of VVaksman .^^  
Sbl^ mRY 
A process is described in which acetic and formic acids may 
be produced commercially from agricultural wastes bj' the use of 
thermophilic organisms. 
It is indicated that the fermentation proceeds more rapidly 
and more completely when the material to be fermented is finely 
ground. 
!• 'fenney and '^ akeman,-Soil >ici* ,55,» (1929) 
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It is alS£> iadice-ted that agricultural waste materials may 
bo completely fermented if the ferraentation prodTzcts are removed 
before the concentration becomes too great. 
It is pointed out that during the fermentation of cornstalk 
material by the thermophilic orgficism the lignin is fermented or 
at least decomposed in some manner. 
